
Steel Hinge 
Gate Plate

Steel Staple 
Gate Plate

Template
Staple

Hinge Plate

Hasp Clip (for securing the 
Hasp in the unlocked position)

Screw Caps x 4
(insert after installation)
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Preparation 
Before installing the TYSON HaspLock ensure that; 
1. The maximum gap between the gate posts is less  
than 60mm (2 3/8"). 
2. There is sufficient clearance for the hasp to swing  
outwards and down or up to the unlocked position. 
3. The HaspLock is mounted in a position so it can 
be opened from the inside, if required. 
4. The diagram shows the HaspLock being installed 
with the Staple on the right-hand side. For a left-hand 
mounting simply invert the Template assembly. 
 
Tools required 
Welder, grinder, 5mm Hex Key (supplied), a  
No.2 Phillips screwdriver (hand or powered),  
spirit level, marker, clamps, rust preventative  
paint and grease. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Installation 
1. Fasten the metal Template to the Staple Plate and Hinge Plate with the four screws and washers that are provided.  Ensure 
that the Template and Plates are evenly lined up. 
2. Close the gate and secure any drop bolts that may be attached. This is to ensure that the HaspLock is installed in the correct 
position and aligned to the gate posts. 
3. Place the assembled Template equally across the gate posts and mark the areas that need to be prepared for welding then 
grind off any coatings in these areas to ensure a good weld. 
4. Line up the Template assembly across the gate posts again, ensuring that it is level and evenly located on the gate posts.  
5. Clamp the Template assembly in place and weld the Gate Plates onto the gate posts.  
6. Remove the Template and recycle it. Apply a suitable corrosion preventative or zinc rich paint to the welded areas as 
well as to the rest of the Gate Plate surfaces for maximum corrosion resistance.  
7. Add grease to the screws (less the washers) to ensure easy future removal and attach the HaspLock to the Gate Plates. Tap 
in the Screw Caps for added aesthetics. 
8. Attach the Hasp Clip to the Hinge Plate with the screws provided and tap in the Hasp Clip Cover. 
 
Fastening 
The mounting screws supplied are Buttonhead M8 x 10mm. 
 
Lock Cylinder 
The lock cylinder supplied is a standard 6-pin key-in-knob style with a Schlage C keyway. It can be replaced with another similar 
style of cylinder by removing the module from the Hasp with a 4mm Hex Key (not supplied). 
 
Maintenance 
If required, lubricate the HaspLock parts with graphite powder, DO NOT use grease or oil. 
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Easy internal access 
to the lock cylinder

WARRANTY & LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
This TYSON product is warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of
one (1) year from the date of the original purchase. This warranty is for replacement of product only 
and TYSON does not accept any responsibility for any direct or consequential damage caused by this
product or its use. This warranty does not cover damage that from results from faulty installation or
usage, alteration or modification of the product or tarnishing of the finish, including colour damage, 
due to weather, salt or chemicals. Should any TYSON product not perform satisfactorily to its intended 
application then return it to its place of purchase for a replacement.

Made in China for;
TYSON USA LLC
3115 East 12th Street
Los Angeles CA 90023
USA

www.tyson-usa.com
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